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English 5  Progress Test 7, Units 14 and 15
Macmillan

Name: __________________ 

Part 1

The Rubik’s Cube
Erno Rubik was born in Budapest, Hungary, on 13th July, 1944. In the 1970s, he worked as an 
architecture professor at the Academy of Applied Arts and Crafts in Budapest. During this time he 
invented the famous Rubik’s Cube.
 The Rubik’s Cube is a puzzle. It is a large cube made of 26 smaller cubes. Each of the six faces on 
the large cube has a different colour: green, red, orange, yellow, white and blue. The player twists 
the smaller cubes until the colours are mixed up. Then, the challenge is to return the large cube to 
its original state, so that each face is one colour again.
 Erno Rubik invented the cube in 1974. By the 1980s, it had become a craze in Europe and 
America, where everyone from children to mathematicians were trying to solve the puzzle. Since 
1982, there have been regular competitions to find out who can solve the cube in the quickest time. 
In 2010, the annual Speedcubing Championship was won by Breandan Vallance, an 18-year-old 
student, who solved the puzzle in under ten seconds.
 While the Rubik’s Cube was most popular in the 1980s, it is still on sale today. Overall, more than 
350 million Rubik’s Cubes have been sold around the world, which suggests it is one of the most 
popular toys in the world. 

1. Read the text. Circle true (T) or false (F).   /5 

Example:  Erno Rubik was born in 1970. T    /   F

a. Erno Rubik worked in Hungary.  T   /   F

b. The Rubik’s Cube was only popular with mathematicians.  T   /   F

c. The Rubik’s Cube has got seven different colours.  T   /   F

d. It is possible to solve the puzzle in 11 seconds.  T   /   F

e. The Rubik’s Cube was most popular in 1974.  T   /   F

2. Find these words in the text. Are they nouns (n), verbs (v) or  

adjectives (a)?   /5 

Example: puzzle n

a. colour __ d. annual __

b. solve __ e. popular __

c. challenge __
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Part 2

1. Circle the correct sentence.   /5
Example:          

               Kate! Sit down! 

He told Kate to sit down.

She told Kate to sit down.

Kate told her to sit down. 

              Henry, throw the ball! 

a. She told Henry to throw the ball.

Henry told her to throw the ball.

He told Henry to throw the ball.

              Turn off the light, Matt! 

b. Matt told him to turn off the light.

She told her to turn off the light.

He told Matt to turn off the light.

                     Sally, don’t run! 

c. They told her not to run.

Sally told them not to run.

He told Sally not to run.

 

            Go and brush your teeth, Ben! 

d. Ben told her to brush her teeth.

She told Ben to brush his teeth.

He told her to brush his teeth.

                   Stop, Kate! Don’t feed the ducks! 

e. The girls told Kate not to feed the ducks.

Kate told them not to feed the ducks.

They told the ducks not to feed the girls.
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2. Complete the sentences with have to or has to.   /5 

Example: I have to wear school uniform.

a. She ____________ water the plants every day.

b. They ____________ make a cake for the party.

c. We ____________ arrive before eight o’clock.

d. It ____________ go in the middle of the table!

e. You ____________ turn the lights off now.

Part 3

1. Write sentences about computer games using the notes.   /10 

Advantages

• exciting

• interesting

• relaxing

Disadvantages

• boring

• violent

• expensive

a. Write a sentence giving your own view about computer games.

________________________________________________________________________

b. Write two sentences explaining why people play computer games.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

c. Write two sentences explaining why people should not play computer games.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________


